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Kerala in India is the most sought after tourist destination in the country which is located in the
southern tip of India. Kerala as located on the curving edge of the gorgeous Arabian Sea this
beautiful state is blessed by stunning beaches. The beaches destination in Kerala truly elates the
coupleâ€™s heart and this offer romantic and wonderful vacation. Kovalam among the numerous beach
destinations is the most traveled and sought after tourist destinations in the entire world. It is located
on the suburb of the Trivandrum and this scenic place is lovingly dubbed as â€˜Paradise of Southâ€™.

Beautiful Kovalam is really a paradise among the vacationers truly the natural grandeur of the place
is breathtaking. The natural and the panoramic view of the surroundings and vast stretch of the blue
sea truly are awesome and this will truly amaze the vacationers with its charming beauty.  This
beach destination is dotted with fascinating four picturesque beaches which truly offer all the sort of
the vacationers peaceful and laidback vacation. Earlier this destination was only a sleepy fishing
village in Kerala, but today the entire phenomenon is altered and with the help of government and
tourism development authority in Kerala, this place is really turned as the most visited destination in
this state.

Numerous world class and Budget Hotels in Kovalam are speckled which endows the fascinating
beaches. The hotels here offer the vacationers world class and international facilities which easily
entice the vacationers and truly the location of the hotels here are awe inspiring. The hotels here are
the excellent destination having all the modern amenities, comforts and luxuries. Along with these
the hotels also offer first class facilities, tailored services and amazing business and recreational
amenities.

The Kovalam hotels also offer spacious and luxury rooms from opened balconies as the fresh sea
breezes will offer all the tourists peace of mind and which easily balm their aching head. The
comforts and peace of mind easily elate all the vacationers and take them away from the hustle and
bustle of city. All the room of the hotels throughout the year remains booked throughout the year
and truly the luxurious room and some of the facilities are such as air conditioning, direct phone
calls, complimentary newspapers, wireless internet, satellite TV, Refrigerators, tea/ coffee maker
and many alike.

Hotels in Kovalam also offer the vacationers with the other facilities like valet parking, help desk,
sightseeing tours, lockers amenities and much more easily attract the vacationers a wonderful and
comfort stay far away from the hustle and bustle of the city. Truly stay in Kovalam hotels will offer
the best stay and truly tempt the visitors to visit this fascinating beach destination again and again.

Beside these there are numerous tourist attractions and destinations which truly are very worth to
visit and explore. Some of the major destinations to visit are such as the fascinating four beaches
namely Kovalam, Samudra, Hawa and Light house beach easily allure the vacationers from all over
the globe.

Well just donâ€™t wait and think for this contact a leading kerala tour operator and customize a package
to Kovalam and enjoy the pristine and charming beauty as never before.  
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